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WHY DO WE BELIEVE IN GOOD PROMISES?
At Impellam, our shared culture is underpinned by making, keeping and delivering on our promises to
our colleagues, candidates, customers and investors. It makes us different and it is this that enables us
to be the world’s most trusted staffing business because when we say we are going to do something,
we do it, which engenders loyalty, builds relationships and trust.
We think making and keeping promises is a key part of delivering our services a better way, and so this
is the bedrock for our three signature practices that all Impellam people adopt, to ensure our
candidates and customers experience the Impellam Way.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Our people make and keep promises across Impellam Group which is the foundation for building trust
with our colleagues, our candidates and our customers to ultimately support our collective journey to
being the world’s most trusted staffing company.
It’s not just words – we introduce this ethos to our people at the beginning of their Impellam journey
and provide them with training and development through our global, virtuous and self-serve training
platform.
We ask our people to take care of something they really care about by crafting a Promise to us. It may
be a new way of working to delight our candidates, or a change in service offering they see a need for.
Over time our people develop their ambition, knowledge and skill and are equipped to begin to make
even bolder Promises.

WHAT OUR PEOPLE SAY ABOUT PROMISE BASED
MANAGEMENT
“By living and breathing it has allowed me and my teams to not be restricted by history or opinions,
instead be able to look at what is truly possible by operating in a virtuoso manner making promises,
and making people aware of what they are.”
Allan Patterson, Regional Director – Corestaff Services
“Making bold promises has given me the opportunity to go against the norm and push myself and my
team outside of our comfort zone. Empowering others and having a challenging goal has meant
fantastic results for our client.”
Jo Neale, Operations Manager – Guidant Global
“Embracing the principles of good promise making has given me the confidence to explore new
opportunities and take on new responsibilities. But most importantly, it has helped me to focus on the
possibilities, make bold promises and deliver outstanding results."
Matt Rogers, Account Manager – Carbon60

If you'd like to learn more about how a culture of making and keeping promises can benefit your business,
you can contact us at: enquiries@impellam.com

